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WITNESS STATEMENT

Criminal Procedure Rules, r27.2; Criminal Justice Act 1967, s.9; Magistrates' Courts Act 1980, s.5b

Statement of: VANSTONE, RICHARD

Age if under 18: Over 18 (if over 18 insert 'over 18') Occupation: WM(A)S

This statement (consisting of 6 page(s) each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully
stated in it anything which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature: R VANSTONE Date: 23/01/2018

Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded 0 (supply witness details on rear)

This statement is based on my original notes and interview with DC Gary WILLIAMS and DC Amanda

WEBSTER which I gave on Monday 81h January 2018 at Lambeth Fire Station.

This statement relates to my actions when I attended the fire at Grenfell Tower, Lancaster West

Estate,W11 1TG in the early hours of Wednesday 14th June 2017.

I joined the London Fire Brigade (LFB) fourteen years ago, and I am currently based at

CBRN (Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear) team, Blue Watch. At the time of the

fire at Grenfell Tower, I was on Red Watch and I had been on this Watch since June 2016. My current

rank is Watch Manager (WM). I am not classified as an operational fire fighter, so at present my training

is specific to my current role, CBRN, so my current experience/training in high rise buildings would be

less than that of an operational WM. As part of CBRN I am trained as EDBA wearer (Extended Duration

Breathing Apparatus). I am required to undertake regular refresher training to maintain this.

On Tuesday 13th June 2017 I was on Night Duty and I reported for duty at 20.00 hours. I was assigned to

CBRN at The following people were also assigned to MI, WM Mark

NIBLETT, WM Tony PARKIN and WM Amanda MORRISON. We are a CBRN team, and we do not

drive a fire appliance, our vehicle is a national resilience vehicle,

We are a specialist unit and we not carry out routine fire

fighting. Our vehicle is a national vehicle and therefore we are a national resource.

On this night, I was "stood down "and I was resting and at some point at approximately 02.30 am my

pager was activated. I recall that the information I received was there were a lot of Pump Appliance
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mobilised maybe forty, and many FRU's (Fire Rescue Unit),I believe the message also said it was a major

incident. I headed to the office, WM Dave WATTS, who was in charge, was looking at the computer, or

it may have been WM Mark NIBLETT. One of them rang control and asked why we had been called as

we are a CBRN team. We are then informed, as we are trained and carry EDBA (Extended Duration

Breathing Apparatus) this was the reason for us to be mobilised. I grabbed my protective gear and we

headed to our vehicle. We exited and headed North, via Holland Park Avenue

towards Bramley Road. My first view of Grenfell Tower was from Holland Park area, I could see an

orange glow between buildings. It was shocking and unprecedented; I could not believe so much of a

building was alight. We parked our vehicle in St. Anns Road junction with Feston Road I had never been

to Grenfell Tower before.

I cannot recall how far we parked from the tower but I remember thinking it was a fair way. We tried to

get as near as we could, it was busy, with many appliances, but I do not recall any access issues. I

remember there were roadwork's and just lots of vehicles. I cannot remember any radio traffic; the

conversation between us was more around the fact that this incident must be serious to call a CBRN team

out. Once we parked, 'WM Mark NII3LETT and I went to find the Command Unit (CU), so we could hand

in our nominal role board. We headed to Latimer Road. There were lots of people in the street. As we

walked I recall seeing a police cordon, this was by the bridge in Latimer Road. This cordon, I believe was

to prevent local residents from getting near the tower. As we were walking towards the tower, the volume

and height of the fire was shocking, I had never seen anything like this. I know fires can jump floors but

not like how this building was behaving. It was a massive amount of fire.

LAS (London Ambulance Service) were treating casualties by a walkway. I asked here, where the CU

was positioned; I was informed that it was around the other side. LAS were running low on oxygen so we

immediately went back to to retrieve our lEC (Immediate Emergency Care) aid pack. This is a

massive green pack which has portable oxygen, a defibrillator and general first aid equipment. We gave a

cylinder of oxygen and the IEC pack to LAS personnel who were treating fire-fighters that had just come

out of the Grenfell Tower and they began giving them oxygen.

WM Mark NIBLETT booked us all in at the CU and they informed him that we needed our EDBA sets

and that we should report to BA (Breathing Apparatus) main control at Kensington Leisure Centre which

is to the East of Grenfell Tower. We headed back to =to collect our EDBA sets. I am not sure of the

time, but as stated earlier our call was approximately 2.30am from
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I would describe the tower as "well alight" but I am not sure from what floor but it was at least the top

half of the building, I believe around ten/twelve floors. The lower part of the building was covered by

ALP (aerial ladder platform). I believe ALP was from Soho Fire Station and TL (Turntable Ladder), was

also present, this appliance was from Paddington Fire Station. Both these appliances covered the corners

of Grenfell Tower.

We headed to Kensington Leisure Centre and we were briefed by an officer where we needed to go. I do

not recall his name. We headed to a grass area, to the left hand side of the tower on the West Side. We

walked under a walkway and remained here for approximately ten minutes. I recall seeing police officers

here with riot shields and this is how we gained access to the tower. Police officers with riot shields had

to hold these over us to protect us from falling debris. This was done one at a time, one police officer to

LFB personnel. It seemed to me that external parts of the building were falling down. This debris varied

in size, there were sheets of metal, shards of metal, plastic, glass, some of it burnt. Cladding was falling

down. I don't know much about cladding but I recognised it as being this.

Around this time, a senior officer, I believe it was Richard WELCH, who is either a GM (Group

Manager) or DAC (Deputy Assistant Commissioner) giving us a brief talk on the conditions inside the

tower. He informed us that there were multiple casualties inside and many of these may be deceased

however he went on to say, do still carry out your checks on any casualties in case there are signs of life.

We were in a crew of four, myself, WM Mark NIBLETT, WM Amanda MORRISON, and one other FF

(Fire-fighter), I do not recall his name but I believe he was from Wembley Fire Station. We made our way

into the tower under police riot shields, to the main entrance situated at the front of the tower. I cannot

recall whether we used the main door or whether an entrance had been made for LFB personnel. I believe

the time was now 04.30am.

Once we entered Grenfell Tower, we did not go straight to the Bridgehead, we were held in an area by the

lift lobby on the ground floor. This was a holding area so the Bridgehead did not get too busy with fire-

fighters. We waited here until we were informed we could move to the Bridgehead. I believe this may

have been twenty or thirty minutes.

We made our way to the Bridgehead which was on the ground floor. It was a hive of activity there were

multiple BA Entry Control boards (Breathing Apparatus) and lots of LFB personnel. I believe there were

at least four boards, I have never seen that many, I cannot even think of an incident where they were two,

it shows how many personnel were at Grenfell Tower in BA, being managed while they were under "air".
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The BA boards are where we hand in our tallies, so the Bridgehead know how many BA wearers are

deployed within the hazard zone.

GM Pat GOULDBOURNE gave our crew a briefing. I believe the details he gave us were to head up to

the twelfth floor and to extend existing hose line, beyond the twelfth floor. As we left the Bridgehead and

headed out of Entry Control, we handed in our BA Tallies. We were not required to take any fire fighting

media with us. We were literally about to start proceeding up the steps of the staircase when our briefing

was changed to; a FSG (Fire Survival Guidance) call to the tenth floor, flat 72, to rescue an adult male.

FSG refers to when a caller has dialled 999 and request assistance as they cannot leave their premises due

to the effects of the fire. This change of briefing was not given to us by GM Pat GOULDBOURNE but

another member of LFB personnel. I cannot recall his name or rank. I do recall GM Pat

GOULDBOURNE saying, deal with your new briefing. I remember confirming the briefing by repeating

it and WM NIBLETT did the same. I ensured the rest of the crew understood that we had received a new

briefing.

We then started our journey again, left the Entry Control area (on ground floor) headed up to a Mezzanine

Level. This Mezzanine area leads to the internal concrete stairwell; this is accessed by a door. We began

to head up the stairs in a crew of four. I would describe visibility as hazy, the higher you went, the darker

it became. The smoke started light but then got thicker as you looked up the staircase. Some of the floor

numbers I could see, but if one was covered by soot, I would draw the number on the wall with by gloved

hand. This assisted us with knowing exactly where we were. As we moved up, we passed fire-fighters in

BA and some without BA. They appeared to be managing hose, feeding this hose up the staircase. Hoses

did not present as obstructions to us as they were usually neatly put to one side, I don't recall falling or

tripping over any hoses. I do not remember hearing any alarms, or seeing/feeling any sprinklers.

We approached the tenth floor and I recall seeing a body that appeared deceased. She appeared to be

female and was lying face down; the only other description I can remember is that she was black and a

very large, heavy build. She was being checked over by a fire-fighter. She was positioned directly outside

the entrance to tenth floor. We carried on with our brief and entered the tenth floor. I believe the

communal door leading to the flats was closed and therefore I would have opened this to gain entry. As

stated before we had no fire fighting media with us. There was a hose here, but the branch (nozzle at the

end of the hose) was not charged with water. The equipment had no pressure and was unusable.

Technically we were working outside policy, having no fire fighting media with us, but I believe it was a

"vented "fire and that I felt it was safe to proceed with our briefing. WM Mark NIBLETT stated we
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should commence a right hand search of the lobby and look for Flat 72. Within ten seconds of entering

this area, I could just see the orange outline of the doors and feel intense heat. Seeing an orange outline

meant there was fire on the other side of the flat doors. I suggested we went back to the communal door

and begin a left hand search to look for Flat 72. The left hand side was not as hot as the right hand side.

The first flat door on this side was, I believe open, I could not confirm the flat number. We entered this

flat, we called out confirming who we were, but we could not see or hear anyone. This flat appeared to be

empty. We moved along to the next flat, this door was closed. I banged on the door, I could hear a noise

and it sounded like a voice. I could see flat 72 on the door. The door was opened by an adult male. This

was the flat number we had been given in our briefing.

Myself and WM Mark NIBLETT went into this flat and closed the door behind us, WM Amanda

MORRISON and the other FF remained outside. I saw an adult male, I asked him his name, he did tell us

but I cannot remember, I believe it may have been a Spanish name. We confirmed his address, flat 72,

tenth floor. We asked if anyone else was present in the flat and he confirmed there was not. Conditions in

his flat were not too bad, there was some smoke but you could see. I left WM Mark NIBLETT with him

in the flat, and I went outside, to see if there was a quicker route to the communal door, rather than

following the wall. I shouted out to my other two colleagues and confirmed they were still there. I went

back into the flat and I remember thinking the resident was very organised, he had packed a bag and had

swimming goggles. We soaked a towel with water and this towel was placed over his head. I explained

that we were about to leave the flat and that he should hold onto my cylinder (which is on my back),I

made sure the resident knew to stay with us and I ensured he was ready to leave and make the journey

down the stairs.

I left first, with the resident behind me, followed by WM NIBLETT. We left the flat, I cannot recall if the

flat door was closed as I was first out. I know I did not open or close any windows when I was in the flat.

WM Amanda MORRISON held the communal door open for us. WM MORRISON and the other fire-

fighter remained on the tenth floor. Only myself and WM NIBLETT made the journey down. We assisted

the resident down the stairs and we reached the third or fourth floors where there was little smoke. We

handed him over to fire-fighters not wearing BA. I handed him over to a fire-fighter I believe was from

Whitechapel. I asked him to pass on the message that this was the FSG call for floor ten and flat 72 and to

ensure Entry Control were informed of this. This meant that this FSG call could be taken off the list. The

FF from Whitechapel, I cannot recall his name, repeated back the information I gave to him, I was

confident that this would be passed on.
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Myself and WM Mark NIBLETT headed back up to the tenth floor where WM Amanda MORRISON and

the other fire-fighter were. As we made our way up, I recall finding a TIC (Thermal Imaging Camera) on

top of a hose. I picked it up and tried to turn it on. There was no signal, the TIC was not working, and

probably the batteries were "dead". I cannot remember which floor this was on. WM MORRISON and

fire-fighter, were sorting out hose, trying to extend the branch line. This was our initial briefing before it

was changed to the FSG call. The branch line is charged externally by a Pumping appliance however it

needs to be connected to the rising main. We would plug our hose into a floor below the fire and a further

branch on the fire floor. We have two branches, one for fire fighting and one for protection of access and

egress routes. There seemed to be no pressure on any of the hoses that were on the staircases. WM

Amanda MORRISON and the fire-fighter traced the hoses down the staircase to check the connection and

ensure it was plugged into the rising main. Myself and WM Mark NIBLETT went down to the ninth floor

to try and locate a rising mains, or it may have been the floor above, eleventh but we were not successful.

We could not achieve this task, the heat was punishing and there was hardly any visibility, so we could

not find any rising mains. It felt like my legs and chest were burning. At this point, we checked our

gauges. EDBA usually lasts forty minutes; I do not recall our whistles going off. However you are meant

to turn around and head back to the Bridgehead before that happens. I started to make a conscious

decision, I felt I could not do anymore, I was exhausted. The heat was ridiculous, it was unbearable the

higher you went I informed WM Mark NIBLETT of this, at first he was going to continue, he literally

took a few steps and then he agreed he could not continue.

I recall seeing repeaters on the staircase, these assist with communications. They were on the floor; I

believe I saw at least one or two. However I do remember not hearing anything on my personal radio.

There appeared to be no transmission. I believe we must have been in the building some thirty/forty

minutes. We both made our way to entry control on the ground floor and when we arrived there we closed

down our EDBA sets and collected out tally's. I recall looking at FSG calls that were written on a wall

here, I could clearly see that Flat 72, tenth floor, was crossed out. I gave a quick debrief on what we had

done, I cannot remember who I spoke to, but I said , we could not extend the hose line, there was no

water and we reached the adult male in flat 72, tenth floor and brought him down and he was handed over

to other fire-fighters. We left the tower the same way we gained entry. It was still well alight and police

riot shields were required for protection as debris was still falling.

WM NIBLETT and myself headed to Kensington Leisure Centre, outside, we took off our EDBA kit, I

recall feeling very hot and took off some of my uniform in order to try and cool off. Here we were met by
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CBRN crew, WM Dave WATTS, WM Colby SMITH and WM John UNDERWOOD. This crew were

taking over from us. We left Grenfell Tower at about 08.40 am on the same date, Wednesday 14th June

2017.The tower was still alight. Before leaving, we collected our nominal role board, we then walked to

where we left our vehicle and it was still parked in the same location. We then headed back to

we handed our vehicle over to the next watch, CBRN Blue Watch. We then drove to

Paddington Fire Station where I wrote my notes; these are exhibited as RVA/1 . Here at Paddington we

were offered the services of counselling. I believe having a longer ALP may have stopped the fire

spreading. I cannot think of anything else that would have assisted. In my opinion, I have never seen a

fire like the one at Grenfell Tower, it seemed like every floor was on fire, it was an excessive amount of

fire and to see how it spread externally as well was shocking and the sheer volume of casualties that

resulted from the fire. My role at Grenfell Tower was FSG, and I have an understanding of the "stay put

"policy, I know this is the general advice given to residents. The reasoning behind this advice is that you

can put yourself at risk by trying to leave and normally fires stay within the compartment and fire safety

doors keep you safe as well. I was not aware till after Grenfell Tower that, this advice had been changed

and residents had been advised to leave.

I have not been back to Grenfell Tower since Wednesday 14th June 2017.
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